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"Her first cookbook, Silk Road Vegetarian, …is a thoughtful and delicious
collection of gluten-free, vegetarian and vegan recipes celebrating the foods of
the Silk Road" —The Food Network Discover the secrets of healthy and
sustainable eating that have been practiced along the trade routes of Asia for
centuries. This unusual cookbook is filled with richly-flavored vegetarian, vegan
and gluten-free recipes that will be a welcome change for any vegetarian or
vegan to enjoy. Plus, most of these delicious recipes can be made using
ingredients from your local Farmer's market or CSA share! Delicious vegetarian
and vegan recipes include: Bengali Potato & Zucchini Curry Afghan Risotto
Zucchini with Basil Vinagrette Turkish Baked Eggplant with Mint Curried Lentil
Burgers Israeli Chopped Salad Sesame Kale Salad And dozens more… Dishes
from the Silk Road have their roots in the ancient village food traditions of Asia,
where a few healthy ingredients from local gardens were blended with spices to
create meals that are nutritious, varied and flavorful, as well as being ethical and
sustainable. Author Dahlia Abraham-Klein is a food educator and nutritionist who
draws from her own family heritage to create meals that honor what is most
meaningful about cooking and food everywhere in the world—a connectedness to
place, history and family. Her book is about developing culinary awareness and
celebrating diversity—discovering foods with contrasting tastes and textures that
are simple and easy to prepare, yet totally exciting and different. Silk Road
Vegetarian delves into the cultural and spiritual traditions of the Silk Road to
show how cultural traditions have influenced the cuisine. Each dish has a rich
history—linking past to present in a particular place. At the same time, the recipes
address pressing contemporary needs by showing us how to eat a healthy,
balanced and yet interesting diet with locally-sourced, earth-friendly ingredients.
The astonishing array of recipes in this book will inspire every home cook. All
dishes are easy and simple to prepare, and codes are applied to identify which
ones are: Vegetarian Vegan Gluten-free Try one of these recipes, and you'll
agree that peoples living along the Silk Road created a unique culinary tradition
that we have much to learn from today.
From the shores of the Black Sea to the sands of the Pacific, the foods enjoyed
along the Silk Road whisper tales of connections between the cultures, histories,
economies, and regions of Asia. In The Silk Road Gourmet, author Laura Kelley
brings the breadth of Asian cooking to your door. Spanning more than thirty
countries and including 1,000 recipes, the three volumes of The Silk Road
Gourmet explore the cuisines of the countries that traded goods and shared
culture along that great lifeline of the ancient world. This first volume surveys the
cuisines of Western and Southern Asia from the Republic of Georgia to Sri Lanka
and examines the cultural links between the countries that have led them to
share ingredients, methods of preparation, and even entire dishes. This
cookbook includes recipes for delicious and authentic main-course meat and
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vegetable dishes as well as appetizers, desserts, sauces, and condiments to
grace contemporary, globalized tables. Learn how to prepare Grilled Chicken
with Garlic and Walnut Sauce from the Republic of Georgia, Meatballs in Lemon
Sauce from Armenia, and Cinnamon Potatoes with Pine Nuts from Azerbaijan.
With fully tested recipes and step-by-step instructions, The Silk Road Gourmet
brings the exotic home to you. Reviews We tried chicken with apricots in lemon
pepper sauce: simple to make and assertively delicious, aromatic, and satisfying.
If every dish is as good as this Afghani gem, Kelley's book will prove priceless.
--Mick Vann - The Austin Chronicle The Silk Road Gourmet is one of those
workhorse cookbooks, the kind that . . . will be kept on the kitchen counter while
others get stored on the shelf. --Rose O'Dell King - Ft. Myers News-Post The first
volume of The Silk Road Gourmet: Western and Southern Asia has been
nominated for an award by Le Cordon Bleu's World Food Media Awards. --Le
Cordon Bleu's World Food Media Awards For those who love to learn about
history and the origin of foods. The Silk Road Gourmet is an excellent resource.It
is a cross between an anthropology textbook and a cookbook. --Sarah Parkin The Phoenix Examiner Silk Road Gourmet is not an ordinary cookbook. It is a
culinary exploration of non-European methods of cooking, tastes and - to a
certain extent - a different way of life. --Manos Angelakis, Luxury Web Magazine
From Roman times until the Age of Exploration, the Silk Road carried goods and
ideas across Central Asia between two major centers of civilization, the
Mediterranean Sea and China. In The Silk Road: Explore the World’s Most
Famous Trade Route, readers ages 9–12 will learn about the history, geography,
culture, and people of the Silk Road region. Marco Polo was just one of many
who set out on the Silk Road in search of wealth, power, or knowledge. These
adventurers braved vast deserts, towering mountain peaks, warring tribes, and
marauding bandits. Silk garments, wool rugs, and fine glass were the prizes for
those who survived the trip. Activities using everyday materials bring the Silk
Road to life. Young readers will see how ideas in math, science, religion, and art
were spread by travelers along with the treasures they found. The Silk Road
takes readers on an exciting, interactive adventure to a faraway place and
celebrates its important role in human history and development. .
Provides a timely reminder that we live in a world that is profoundly
interconnected. In an age of Brexit and Trump, the themes of isolation and
fragmentation permeating the western world stand in sharp contrast to events
along the Silk Roads since 2015, where ties have been strengthened and mutual
cooperation established
A look at the cultural, or intercultural, exchange that took place in the Silk Roads
and the role this has played in the shaping of cultures and civilizations.
When a Chinese monk broke into a hidden cave in 1900, he uncovered one of
the world’s great literary secrets: a time capsule from the ancient Silk Road.
Inside, scrolls were piled from floor to ceiling, undisturbed for a thousand years.
The gem within was the Diamond Sutra of AD 868. This key Buddhist teaching,
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made 500 years before Gutenberg inked his press, is the world’s oldest printed
book. The Silk Road once linked China with the Mediterranean. It conveyed
merchants, pilgrims and ideas. But its cultures and oases were swallowed by
shifting sands. Central to the Silk Road’s rediscovery was a man named Aurel
Stein, a Hungarian-born scholar and archaeologist employed by the British
service. Undaunted by the vast Gobi Desert, Stein crossed thousands of desolate
miles with his fox terrier Dash. Stein met the Chinese monk and secured the
Diamond Sutra and much more. The scroll’s journey—by camel through arid
desert, by boat to London’s curious scholars, by train to evade the bombs of
World War II—merges an explorer’s adventures, political intrigue, and continued
controversy. The Diamond Sutra has inspired Jack Kerouac and the Dalai Lama.
Its journey has coincided with the growing appeal of Buddhism in the West. As
the Gutenberg Age cedes to the Google Age, the survival of the Silk Road’s
greatest treasure is testament to the endurance of the written word.
Draws on contemporary sources and first-hand accounts to reconstruct the
history of the route through the personal experiences of these characters.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER. The unbelievable true story of the man who
built a billion-dollar online drug empire from his bedroom—and almost got away
with it In 2011, a twenty-six-year-old libertarian programmer named Ross Ulbricht
launched the ultimate free market: the Silk Road, a clandestine Web site hosted
on the Dark Web where anyone could trade anything—drugs, hacking software,
forged passports, counterfeit cash, poisons—free of the government’s watchful
eye. It wasn’t long before the media got wind of the new Web site where
anyone—not just teenagers and weed dealers but terrorists and black hat
hackers—could buy and sell contraband detection-free. Spurred by a public
outcry, the federal government launched an epic two-year manhunt for the site’s
elusive proprietor, with no leads, no witnesses, and no clear jurisdiction. All the
investigators knew was that whoever was running the site called himself the
Dread Pirate Roberts. The Silk Road quickly ballooned into $1.2 billion
enterprise, and Ross embraced his new role as kingpin. He enlisted a loyal crew
of allies in high and low places, all as addicted to the danger and thrill of running
an illegal marketplace as their customers were to the heroin they sold. Through
his network he got wind of the target on his back and took drastic steps to protect
himself—including ordering a hit on a former employee. As Ross made plans to
disappear forever, the Feds raced against the clock to catch a man they weren’t
sure even existed, searching for a needle in the haystack of the global Internet.
Drawing on exclusive access to key players and two billion digital words and
images Ross left behind, Vanity Fair correspondent and New York Times
bestselling author Nick Bilton offers a tale filled with twists and turns, lucky
breaks and unbelievable close calls. It’s a story of the boy next door’s ambition
gone criminal, spurred on by the clash between the new world of libertarianleaning, anonymous, decentralized Web advocates and the old world of
government control, order, and the rule of law. Filled with unforgettable
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characters and capped by an astonishing climax, American Kingpin might be
dismissed as too outrageous for fiction. But it’s all too real.
In recent decades, there has been a new surge of interest in the history and legacies of
the Silk Roads both within academic and public discourses. A field of Silk Roads
Studies has come into its own. Consciously mirroring the temperament of its subject,
the field has moved out of the narrow niches of particular disciplines to become a truly
interdisciplinary endeavor. New research findings about the historical operations of the
Silk Roads and interpretations of their legacies for the modern and contemporary world
have broken down geographical and temporal divides that once demarcated the Silk
Roads as primarily pre-modern and Old World-centered conduits of globalization. In
light of these developments, the time is ripe to begin formulating a new definition of the
contour of Silk Roads Studies and laying a new foundation for further work in this field.
Silk Roads: From Local Realities to Global Narratives brings together leading scholars
in multiple disciplines related to Silk Roads studies. It highlights the multiplicity of
networks that constituted the Silk Roads, including land and maritime routes, and
approaches the Silk Roads from Antiquity to China’s One Belt One Road Initiative from
Afro-Eurasia to the Americas. This holistic approach to understanding ancient
globalization, exchanges, transformations, and movements - and their continued
relevance to the present - is in line with contemporary academic trends toward
interdisciplinarity. Indeed, the Silk Roads is such an expansive topic that many
approaches to its study must be included to represent accurately its many facets. The
volume emphasizes exchange and transformation along the Silk Roads - moments of
acculturation or hybridization that contributed to novel syncretic forms. It highlights the
multiplicity of networks that constituted the Silk Roads, including land and maritime
routes, and approaches to the Silk Roads from Antiquity to China’s One Belt One Road
Initiative from Afro-Eurasia to the Americas.
The ancient trade routes that made up the Silk Road were some of the great conduits of
cultural and material exchange in world history. In this intriguing book, Xinru Liu reveals
both why and how this long-distance trade in luxury goods emerged in the late third
century BCE, following its story through to the Mongol conquest. Liu starts with China's
desperate need for what the Chinese called "the heavenly horses" of Central Asia, and
describes how the traders who brought these horses also brought other exotic
products, some all the way from the Mediterranean. Likewise, the Roman Empire, as a
result of its imperial ambition as well as the desire of its citizens for Chinese silk,
responded with easterly explorations for trade. The book shows how the middle men,
the Kushan Empire, spread Buddhism to China. Missionaries and pilgrims facilitated
cave temples along the mountainous routes and monasteries in various oases and
urban centers, forming the backbone of the Silk Road. The author also explains how
Islamic and Mongol conquerors in turn controlled the various routes until the rise of sea
travel diminished their importance.
The first complete history of Central Eurasia from ancient times to the present day,
Empires of the Silk Road represents a fundamental rethinking of the origins, history,
and significance of this major world region. Christopher Beckwith describes the rise and
fall of the great Central Eurasian empires, including those of the Scythians, Attila the
Hun, the Turks and Tibetans, and Genghis Khan and the Mongols. In addition, he
explains why the heartland of Central Eurasia led the world economically, scientifically,
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and artistically for many centuries despite invasions by Persians, Greeks, Arabs,
Chinese, and others. In retelling the story of the Old World from the perspective of
Central Eurasia, Beckwith provides a new understanding of the internal and external
dynamics of the Central Eurasian states and shows how their people repeatedly
revolutionized Eurasian civilization. Beckwith recounts the Indo-Europeans' migration
out of Central Eurasia, their mixture with local peoples, and the resulting development
of the Graeco-Roman, Persian, Indian, and Chinese civilizations; he details the basis
for the thriving economy of premodern Central Eurasia, the economy's disintegration
following the region's partition by the Chinese and Russians in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, and the damaging of Central Eurasian culture by Modernism; and
he discusses the significance for world history of the partial reemergence of Central
Eurasian nations after the collapse of the Soviet Union. Empires of the Silk Road places
Central Eurasia within a world historical framework and demonstrates why the region is
central to understanding the history of civilization.
In this richly imaginative novel, Mingmei Yip--author of Peach Blossom Pavilion and
Petals From the Sky--follows one woman's daunting journey along China's fabled Silk
Road. As a girl growing up in Hong Kong, Lily Lin was captivated by photographs of the
desert--its long, lonely vistas and shifting sand dunes. Now living in New York, Lily is
struggling to finish her graduate degree when she receives an astonishing offer. An
aunt she never knew existed will pay Lily a huge sum to travel across China's desolate
Taklamakan Desert--and carry out a series of tasks along the way. Intrigued, Lily
accepts. Her assignments range from the dangerous to the bizarre. Lily must seduce a
monk. She must scrape a piece of clay from the famous Terracotta Warriors, and climb
the Mountains of Heaven to gather a rare herb. At Xian, her first stop, Lily meets Alex, a
young American with whom she forms a powerful connection. And soon, she faces
revelations that will redefine her past, her destiny, and the shocking truth behind her
aunt's motivations. . . Powerful and eloquent, Song of the Silk Road is a captivating
story of self-discovery, resonant with the mysteries of its haunting, exotic landscape.
Covering five thousand years of history and delving deeply into the archives the British
Museum and other famous collections of art and antiquities, this fascinating tour of a
storied trade route introduces readers to the sights, sounds, smells, and tastes of this
legendary trail. (History)
The Silk Road: A Very Short Introduction is a new look at an ancient subject: the silk
road that linked China, India, Persia and the Mediterranean across the expanses of
Central Asia. James A. Millward highlights unusual but important biological,
technological and cultural exchanges over the silk roads that stimulated development
across Eurasia and underpin civilization in our modern, globalized world.
A roadmap for understanding the business challenges and opportunities in China By
2025, China and India will be two of the world's four largest economies. By then,
economic ties between them should also rank among the ten most important bilateral
ties worldwide. Their leaders are well aware of these emerging realities. In May 2013,
just two months after taking charge, Premier Li Keqiang left for India on his first official
trip outside China, a clear signal of China's foreign policy priorities. The Silk Road
Rediscovered is the first book ever to analyze the growing corporate linkages between
India and China. Did you know that: India's Mahindra is the fifth largest tractor
manufacturer in China? Tata Motors' Jaguar Land Rover unit is the fastest growing
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luxury auto seller in China? India's NIIT is the most influential IT training brand in
China? China's Huawei has its second largest R&D center in Bangalore and employs
over 5000 people in India? Shanghai Electric earns its largest revenues outside China
from India? As these developments illustrate, pioneering Indian and Chinese
companies are rediscovering the fabled Silk Road which joined their nations in ancient
times. Winning in each other's markets is also making them stronger and whetting their
appetite for further global expansion. This book examines how Indian companies such
as Tata Consultancy Services, Mahindra Tractors, NIIT, Tata Motors/Jaguar Land
Rover and Sundaram Fasteners have figured out how to win in China. Their
experiences may inspire and offer lessons to other Indian companies. The book also
examines how Chinese pioneers such as Lenovo, Huawei, TBEA, Haier and Xinxing
have made a strong commitment to India and are beginning to realize the fruits of this
commitment. The key lessons that emerge from these analyses are: the odds of
success go up dramatically when executives adopt a global rather than local-for-local
perspective and are skillful at learning on the ground.
In this long-awaited second edition, Susan Whitfield broadens her exploration of the
Silk Road and expands her rich and varied portrait of life along the great pre-modern
trade routes of Eurasia. This new edition is comprehensively updated to support further
understanding of themes relevant to global and comparative history and remains the
only history of the Silk Road to reconstruct the route through the personal experiences
of travelers. In the first 1,000 years after Christ, merchants, missionaries, monks,
mendicants, and military men traveled the vast network of Central Asian tracks that
became known as the Silk Road. Whitfield recounts the lives of twelve individuals who
lived at different times during this period, including two characters new to this edition:
an African shipmaster and a Persian traveler and writer during the Arab caliphate. With
these additional tales, Whitfield extends both geographical and chronological scope,
bringing into view the maritime links across the Indian Ocean and depicting the network
of north-south routes from the Baltic to the Gulf. Throughout the narrative, Whitfield
conveys a strong sense of what life was like for ordinary men and women on the Silk
Road, the individuals usually forgotten to history. A work of great scholarship, Life along
the Silk Road continues to be both accessible and entertaining.
Far more than a history of the Silk Roads, this book is truly a revelatory new history of the
world, promising to destabilize notions of where we come from and where we are headed next.
From the Middle East and its political instability to China and its economic rise, the vast region
stretching eastward from the Balkans across the steppe and South Asia has been thrust into
the global spotlight in recent years. Frankopan teaches us that to understand what is at stake
for the cities and nations built on these intricate trade routes, we must first understand their
astounding pasts. Frankopan realigns our understanding of the world, pointing us eastward. It
was on the Silk Roads that East and West first encountered each other through trade and
conquest, leading to the spread of ideas, cultures and religions. From the rise and fall of
empires to the spread of Buddhism and the advent of Christianity and Islam, right up to the
great wars of the twentieth century—this book shows how the fate of the West has always been
inextricably linked to the East. Also available: The New Silk Roads, a timely exploration of the
dramatic and profound changes our world is undergoing right now—as seen from the
perspective of the rising powers of the East.
A spellbinding novel about transience and mortality, by one of the most original voices in
American literature The Silk Road begins on a mat in yoga class, deep within a labyrinth on a
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settlement somewhere in the icy north, under the canny guidance of Jee Moon. When
someone fails to arise from corpse pose, the Astronomer, the Archivist, the Botanist, the
Keeper, the Topologist, the Geographer, the Iceman, and the Cook remember the paths that
brought them there—paths on which they still seem to be traveling. The Silk Road also begins in
rivalrous skirmishing for favor, in the protected Eden of childhood, and it ends in the harrowing
democracy of mortality, in sickness and loss and death. Kathryn Davis’s sleight of hand brings
the past, present, and future forward into brilliant coexistence; in an endlessly shifting
landscape, her characters make their way through ruptures, grief, and apocalypse, from
existence to nonexistence, from embodiment to pure spirit. Since the beginning of her
extraordinary career, Davis has been fascinated by journeys. Her books have been shaped
around road trips, walking tours, hegiras, exiles: and now, in this triumphant novel, a
pilgrimage. The Silk Road is her most explicitly allegorical novel and also her most profound
vehicle; supple and mesmerizing, the journey here is not undertaken by a single protagonist
but by a community of separate souls—a family, a yoga class, a generation. Its revelations are
ravishing and desolating.
An expert on China’s global infrastructure expansion provides an urgent look at the battle to
connect and control tomorrow’s networks. From the ocean floor to outer space, China’s
Digital Silk Road aims to wire the world and rewrite the global order. Taking readers on a
journey inside China’s surveillance state, rural America, and Africa’s megacities, Jonathan
Hillman reveals what China’s expanding digital footprint looks like on the ground and explores
the economic and strategic consequences of a future in which all routers lead to Beijing. If
China becomes the world’s chief network operator, it could reap a commercial and strategic
windfall, including many advantages currently enjoyed by the United States. It could reshape
global flows of data, finance, and communications to reflect its interests. It could possess an
unrivaled understanding of market movements, the deliberations of foreign competitors, and
the lives of countless individuals enmeshed in its networks. However, China’s digital
dominance is not yet assured. Beijing remains vulnerable in several key dimensions, the
United States and its allies have an opportunity to offer better alternatives, and the rest of the
world has a voice. But winning the battle for tomorrow’s networks will require the United States
to innovate and take greater risks in emerging markets. Networks create large winners, and
this is a contest America cannot afford to lose.
From the Bronze Age through the Middle Ages, a network of trade and migration routes
brought people from across Eurasia into contact. Their commerce included political, social, and
artistic ideas, as well as material goods such as metals and textiles. Reconfiguring the Silk
Road offers new research on the earliest trade and cultural interactions along these routes,
mapping the spread and influence of Silk Road economies and social structures over time.
This volume features contributions by renowned scholars uncovering new discoveries related
to populations that lived in the Tarim Basin, the advanced state of textile manufacturing in the
region, and the diffusion of domesticated grains across Inner Asia. Other chapters include an
analysis of the dispersal of languages across the Eurasian Steppe and a detailed examination
of the domestication of the horse in the region. Contextualized with a foreword by Colin
Renfrew and introduction by Victor Mair, Reconfiguring the Silk Road provides a new
assessment of the intercultural evolution along the steppes and beyond. Contributors: David
W. Anthony, Elizabeth Wayland Barber, Dorcas R. Brown, Peter Brown, Michael D. Frachetti,
Jane Hickman, Philip L. Kohl, Victor H. Mair, J. P. Mallory, Joseph G. Manning, Colin Renfrew.
The Silk Road, which linked imperial Rome and distant China, was once the greatest
thoroughfare on earth. Along it travelled precious cargoes of silk, gold, and ivory, as well as
revolutionary new ideas. Its oasis towns blossomed into thriving centres of Buddhist art and
learning. In time it began to decline. The traffic slowed, the merchants left, and finally its towns
vanished beneath the desert sands to be forgotten for a thousand years. But legends grew up
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of lost cities filled with treasurees and guarded by demons. In the early years of the 20th
century, foreign explorers began to investigate these legends, and very soon an international
race began for the art treasures of the Silk Road. Huge wall paintings, sculptures, and
priceless manuscripts were carried away, literally by the ton, and are today scattered through
the museums of a dozen countries. Peter Hopkirk tells the story of the intrepid men who, at
great personal risk, led these long-range archaeological raids, incurring the undying wrath of
the Chinese.
This book is at once an exploration, a celebration, and a little-known tale of unity. It presents
150 delicious vegetarian dishes that together trace a fascinating story of culinary linkage. As
renowned cookbook writer and teacher Najmieh Batmanglij explains, all have their origins
along the ancient network of trade routes known as the Silk Road, stretching from China in the
east to the Mediterranean in the west. On this highway moved not just trade goods but also
ideas, customs, tastes and such basics of life as cooking ingredients. The result was the
connecting and enrichment of dozens of cuisines. In Silk Road Cooking: A Vegetarian Journey,
Najmieh Batmanglij recounts that process and brings it into the modern kitchen in the form of
recipes that are venturesome and yet within reach of any cook. They are intended for
vegetarian, partial-vegetarian and non-vegetarian alike — anyone who is looking for balanced,
unusual and exceptionally tasty dishes. The book offers a wealth of information derived from
the author’s extensive research and her travels along the Silk Road during the past 25 years.
She complements the recipes with stories, pictures, histories of ingredients, and words of
wisdom from her favorite poets and writers of the region. The scope of her culinary journey of
discovery is vast — from Xian in China, to Samarkand in present-day Uzbekistan, to Isfahan in
Iran, to Istanbul in Turkey, and to the westernmost terminus of the ancient trade routes in Italy.
Her recipes — all of them personal favorites — include such exotic yet simple fare as Sichuan
Crispy Cucumber Pickles; Afghan c, a savory pastry stuffed with garlic chives; Persian
Pomegranate and Walnut Salad; Kermani Pistachio and Saffron Polow with Rose Petals;
Chinese Hot and Sour Tofu Noodle Soup; Turkish Almond and Rice Flour Pudding; Uzbek
Candied Quince with Walnuts; and Sicilian Sour Cherry Crostata. Fortunately, all the
ingredients for these recipes can be obtained at local supermarkets and far
It was the 'eBay of drugs', a billion dollar empire. Behind it was the FBI's Most Wanted Man, a
mysterious crime czar dubbed 'Dread Pirate Roberts'. SILK ROAD lay at the heart of the 'Dark
Web' - a parallel internet of porn, guns, assassins and drugs. Lots of drugs. With the click of a
button LSD, heroin, meth, coke, any illegal drug imaginable, would wing its way by regular post
from any dealer to any user in the world. How was this online drug cartel even possible? And
who was the mastermind all its low roads led to? This is the incredible true story of Silk Road's
rise and fall, told with unparalleled insight into the main players - including alleged founder and
kingpin Dread Pirate Roberts himself - by lawyer and investigative journalist Eileen Ormsby. A
stunning crime story with a truth that explodes off the page.
As world powers realign their cultural outlooks, there is no better time to consider how
Eurasia's complex network of ancient trade routes - which spanned high mountain ranges,
open river plains and vast deserts across the continent and on to the seas beyond - fostered
economic activity and cultural communication. From perfume to spice, from religion to art, the
trade and exchange of goods and ideas was crucial to the development of civilizations
throughout the region, and the world. This book is the first comprehensive illustrated
publication on the Silk Roads. Edited by an established authority on the subject, 'The Silk
Roads' situates the ancient routes against the landscapes that defined them, to reveal the raw
materials that they produced, the means of travel that were employed to traverse them and the
communities that were formed by them. Organized by terrain, from steppe to desert to ocean,
each section includes detailed maps, a historical overview, thematic essays and features
showcasing iconic art objects, buildings and archaeological discoveries. A wealth of
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photographs reveal the breathtaking landscapes of Central Asia, mostly unseen by those who
haven't travelled the routes. Designated a World Heritage Site by UNESCO in 2014, the Silk
Road has never been of greater interest or importance than today. This beautiful publication
honours the astonishing diversity in the way cultures can advance and flourish not in spite of
their differences, but because of them.

Small-scale traders play a crucial role in forging Asian connectivity, forming
networks and informal institutions separate from those driven by nation-states,
such as China's Belt and Road Initiative. This ambitious study provides a unique
insight into the lives of the mobile traders from Afghanistan who traverse Eurasia.
Reflecting on over a decade of intensive ethnographic fieldwork, Magnus
Marsden introduces readers to a dynamic yet historically durable universe of
commercial and cultural connections. Through an exploration of the traders'
networks, cultural and religious identities, as well as the nodes in which they
operate, Marsden emphasises their ability to navigate Eurasia's geopolitical
tensions and to forge transregional routes that channel significant flows of
people, resources, and ideas. Beyond the Silk Roads will interest those seeking
to understand contemporary iterations of the Silk Road within the context of
geopolitics in the region. This title is also available as Open Access.
The Silk Road is as iconic in world history as the Colossus of Rhodes or the Suez
Canal. But what was it, exactly? It conjures up a hazy image of a caravan of
camels laden with silk on a dusty desert track, reaching from China to Rome. The
reality was different--and far more interesting--as revealed in this new history. In
The Silk Road, Valerie Hansen describes the remarkable archeological finds that
revolutionize our understanding of these trade routes. For centuries, key records
remained hidden--sometimes deliberately buried by bureaucrats for safe keeping.
But the sands of the Taklamakan Desert have revealed fascinating material,
sometimes preserved by illiterate locals who recycled official documents to make
insoles for shoes or garments for the dead. Hansen explores seven oases along
the road, from Xi'an to Samarkand, where merchants, envoys, pilgrims, and
travelers mixed in cosmopolitan communities, tolerant of religions from Buddhism
to Zoroastrianism. There was no single, continuous road, but a chain of markets
that traded between east and west. China and the Roman Empire had very little
direct trade. China's main partners were the peoples of modern-day Iran, whose
tombs in China reveal much about their Zoroastrian beliefs. Silk was not the most
important good on the road; paper, invented in China before Julius Caesar was
born, had a bigger impact in Europe, while metals, spices, and glass were just as
important as silk. Perhaps most significant of all was the road's transmission of
ideas, technologies, and artistic motifs. The Silk Road is a fascinating story of
archeological discovery, cultural transmission, and the intricate chains across
Central Asia and China.
1260 AD: Josseran Sarrazini is a Templar Knight, trained for war. But as the
Christian garrisons in the Holy Land begin to fall to the Saracen, he must embark
upon a mission of peace: to the golden palaces at Xanadu, to seek an alliance
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with Kubilai Khan, ruler of the greatest empire in history and commander of the
invincible Mongol horde. Josseran's task is formidable. To ride the treacherous
Silk Road to the edge of the known world. To cheat hunger, thirst, and death.
And to forge a crucial allegiance with a people who do not honor his cause, or his
God. Blazing with adventure, epic in scope, and utterly compulsive, Silk Road
weaves a spellbinding story of war, honor, and desire onto the vast tapestry of
the medieval East.
The Silk Road, which linked imperial Rome and distant China, was once the
greatest thoroughfare on earth. Along it travelled precious cargoes of silk, gold
and ivory, as well as revolutionary new ideas. Its oasis towns blossomed into
thriving centres of Buddhist art and learning. In time it began to decline. The
traffic slowed, the merchants left and finally its towns vanished beneath the
desert sands to be forgotten for a thousand years. But legends grew up of lost
cities filled with treasures and guarded by demons. In the early years of the last
century foreign explorers began to investigate these legends, and very soon an
international race began for the art treasures of the Silk Road. Huge wall
paintings, sculptures and priceless manuscripts were carried away, literally by the
ton, and are today scattered through the museums of a dozen countries. Peter
Hopkirk tells the story of the intrepid men who, at great personal risk, led these
long-range archaeological raids, incurring the undying wrath of the Chinese.
Following her bestselling Life Along the Silk Road, Susan Whitfield widens her
exploration of the great cultural highway with a new captivating portrait focusing
on material things. Silk, Slaves, and Stupas tells the stories of ten very different
objects, considering their interaction with the peoples and cultures of the Silk
Road—those who made them, carried them, received them, used them, sold
them, worshipped them, and, in more recent times, bought them, conserved
them, and curated them. From a delicate pair of earrings from a steppe tomb to a
massive stupa deep in Central Asia, a hoard of Kushan coins stored in an
Ethiopian monastery to a Hellenistic glass bowl from a southern Chinese tomb,
and a fragment of Byzantine silk wrapping the bones of a French saint to a
Bactrian ewer depicting episodes from the Trojan War, these objects show us
something of the cultural diversity and interaction along these trading routes of
Afro-Eurasia. Exploring the labor, tools, materials, and rituals behind these
various objects, Whitfield infuses her narrative with delightful details as the
objects journey through time, space, and meaning. Silk, Slaves, and Stupas is a
lively, visual, and tangible way to understand the Silk Road and the cultural,
economic, and technical changes of the late antique and medieval worlds.
This open access book discusses socio-environmental interactions in the middle
to late Holocene, covering specific areas along the ancient Silk Road regions.
Over twenty chapters provide insight into this topic from various disciplinary
angles and perspectives, ranging from archaeology, paleoclimatology, antiquity,
historical geography, agriculture, carving art and literacy. The Silk Road is a
modern concept for an ancient network of trade routes that for centuries
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facilitated and intensified processes of cultural interaction and goods exchange
between West China, Central Asia, the Middle East, and the Mediterranean.
Coherent patterns and synchronous events in history suggest possible links
between social upheaval, resource utilization and climate or environment forces
along the Silk Road and in a broader area. Post-graduates in studying will benefit
from this work, as well as it will stimulate young researchers to further explore the
role played by the environment in long-term socio-cultural changes.
Kuzmina combines detailed research in archaeology with evidence from physical
anthropology, linguistics, and other fields to look at the history of the Eurasian
steppe before the great trade routes along the 'Silk Road' became established.
"Originally published in hardcover in Great Britain by Bloomsbury Publishing Plc,
London, in 2015..."--Title page verso.
The Silk RoadsA New History of the WorldVintage
Shadow of the Silk Road records a journey along the greatest land route on earth. Out
of the heart of China into the mountains of Central Asia, across northern Afghanistan
and the plains of Iran and into Kurdish Turkey, Colin Thubron covers some seven
thousand miles in eight months. Making his way by local bus, truck, car, donkey cart
and camel, he travels from the tomb of the Yellow Emperor, the mythic progenitor of the
Chinese people, to the ancient port of Antioch—in perhaps the most difficult and
ambitious journey he has undertaken in forty years of travel. The Silk Road is a huge
network of arteries splitting and converging across the breadth of Asia. To travel it is to
trace the passage not only of trade and armies but also of ideas, religions and
inventions. But alongside this rich and astonishing past, Shadow of the Silk Road is
also about Asia today: a continent of upheaval. One of the trademarks of Colin
Thubron's travel writing is the beauty of his prose; another is his gift for talking to
people and getting them to talk to him. Shadow of the Silk Road encounters Islamic
countries in many forms. It is about changes in China, transformed since the Cultural
Revolution. It is about false nationalisms and the world's discontented margins, where
the true boundaries are not political borders but the frontiers of tribe, ethnicity, language
and religion. It is a magnificent and important account of an ancient world in modern
ferment.
The Silk Road is not a place, but a journey, a route from the edges of the
Mediterranean to the central plains of China, through high mountains and inhospitable
deserts. For thousands of years its history has been a traveler’s history, of brief
encounters in desert towns, snowbound passes and nameless forts. It was the conduit
that first brought Buddhism, Christianity and Islam into China, and the site of much of
the “Great Game” between 19th-century empires. Today, its central section
encompasses several former Soviet republics, and the Chinese Autonomous Region of
Xinjiang. The ancient trade route controversially crosses the sites of several forgotten
kingdoms, buried in sand and only now revealing their secrets. A History of the Silk
Road not only offers the reader a chronological outline of the region’s development, but
also provides an invaluable introduction to its languages, literature, and arts. It takes a
comprehensive and illuminating look at the rich history of this dynamic and little known
region, and provides an easy-to-use reference source. Jonathan Clements pays
particular attention to the fascinating historical sites which feature on any visitor’s
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itinerary and also gives special emphasis to the writings and reactions of travelers
through the centuries.
"In this long-awaited second edition, Susan Whitfield expands her trailblazing
exploration of the Silk Road and broadens her rich and varied portrait of life along the
great premodern trade routes of Eurasia. This new edition is comprehensively updated
to support further understanding of themes relevant to global and comparative history.
In the first 1,000 years after Christ, merchants, missionaries, monks, mendicants, and
military men traveled on the vast network of Central Asian tracks that became known as
the Silk Road. Whitfield recounts the lives of twelve individuals who lived at different
times during this period, including two new characters: an African shipmaster and a
Persian traveler and writer during the Arab caliphate. With these additional tales,
Whitfield extends both geographical and chronological scope, bringing into view the
maritime links across the Indian Ocean and depicting the network of north-south routes
from the Baltic to the Gulf. Throughout the narrative, Whitfield conveys a strong sense
of what life was like for ordinary men and women on the Silk Road, the individuals
usually forgotten to history. A work of great scholarship, Life along the Silk Road
continues to be extremely accessible and entertaining"--Provided by publisher.
The Silk Road. We have a hazy mental image: a lone traveler carrying silk on a camel
moves along a desert. Where exactly is he going and what goods is he carrying? This
book offers concrete answers based on newly discovered documents preserved in the
sands of the Taklamakan Desert. It isamazing what has been dug up, and how the new
materials - both documents and artifacts - radically challenge our understanding of the
Silk Road. Historians have only recently begun to piece together and make sense of
these materials, which give a far clearer picture of actual Silk Road.Placing these
documentary finds at the heart of the narrative, this book also tells the story of the
different explorers who found these documents, and it teases out the implications of
these documents for our understanding of the Silk Road. (We learn, for example, that
the Silk "Road" was notreally a road, and that no one used the term "Silk Road" in the
past.) The book focuses on the seven most important Silk Road sites that have
produced document and objects from the Silk Road. Six (Niya, Kucha, Turfan,
Dunhuang, Khotan, and Xi'an) are located in northwest China; the seventh,Samarkand,
is in modern Uzbekistan. This college edition includes a selection of excerpted primary
sources in each chapter. The range is enormous: memoirs of medieval Chinese monks
and modern explorers, letters written by women, descriptions of towns, languagelearning materials for traveling monks, and contracts, among others.Instructors can
select the documents they find most interesting to discuss in class; students can use
these materials write papers. Many of these are difficult to find, and the author has
checked all the translations to enhance their readability.The college edition also
includes a new final chapter that examines the Silk Road during the period of Mongol
rule (to c. 1400 CE).
The Silk Road was never a single thread but an intricate web of trade routes – Silk
Roads – linking Asia and Europe. This new practical guide helps travelers explore all
these threads and covers Turkey, Syria, Iran, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan,
Pakistan and China. · Getting to the region from North America, Europe and Australasia
· How to travel – train, bus or plane · Trips for all budgets – from $15 a day to over $150
a day · What to see and where to go · Full reviews of hotels and restaurants ·
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Comprehensive chapter on the historical background of this most famous of all trade
routes · 60 maps and town plans · Adapted from Silk Route by Rail, which was
shortlisted for the Thomas Cook Guide Book of the Year Awards · Covers more
countries than other Silk Road guides – Turkey, Syria, Iran, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan,
Kyrgyzstan, Pakistan and China
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